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 � The lights fans have 
been given tonight 
are representative of 
the 20,000 new cases 
of prostate cancer 
diagnosed each year. 
When asked, activate 
and place the light 
on your finger and 
hold it high. The E.J. 
Whitten Foundation 
appreciates your  
support in this  
symbolic display.

DID YOU KNOW?

20,000 Australian 
men are diagnosed 

with prostate cancer 
each year, resulting in 

about 3300 deaths.

A man dies every  
3.2 hours in Australia 
from prostate cancer.

Curable prostate 
cancer usually has  

no symptoms.

Early detection  
with regular  

health checks,  
does save lives.
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TOYOTA LEGENDARY  
MOMENT LAUNCH
The next Toyota Legendary Moment will be launched at half-time 
tonight and shown on the big screens. Comedians Dave Lawson and 
Steve Curry will be on hand to talk about a moment that is guaranteed 
to have fans in stitches. For 13 years, Lawson and Curry have teamed up 
to re-create the greatest moments in football history with some of the 
biggest names in the game, including Alex Jesaulenko, Kevin Bartlett 
and Tony ‘Plugger’ Lockett.

MASCOT RACE
 �All 10 Victorian-based club 

mascots, plus the Sydney 
Swans mascot Cyggy, will 
entertain fans before the big 
game with a special mascot 
race. And not to be outdone, 
the Drainman is also running!

Tonight’sEntertainment
While there will be no shortage of entertainment in tonight’s 
TradingPost.com E.J. Whitten Legends Game, there will be some 
special events before the game and during the half-time break.

Pre-game, there will be a mascot race, while at half-time there 
will be three activities including an All Abilities match, the 13CABS 
sprint and the launch of the next Toyota Legendary Moment.

TONIGHT’S  
TIMETABLE

7.20pm
Mascot race

7.40pm
Umpires enter arena, 

match ball delivery

7.42pm
Teams enter arena 

through joint banner

7.50pm
E.J. Whitten Legends 

Game starts 

Each quarter 17.30 
minutes, plus  
2.30 minutes  

of time-on

8.44pm  
(approx.) 
Half-time:  
All Abilities  

Program game;  
13CABS  

Sprint heats

10.05pm 
(approx.)

E.J. Whitten Legends 
Game finishes

Post-game 
presentations:  

E.J. Whitten Medal 
(best-on-ground) 

E.J. Whitten Trophy 
(winning captain  

and coach)
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ALL ABILITIES
 �AFL Victoria FIDA Football 

League supports people with an 
intellectual disability to play our 
great game.

This match, to be played at 
half-time of tonight’s Legends 
Game, will provide those with 
a disability the chance to 
showcase their skills on a major 
event stage, highlighting their 
passion for our great game, and 
the AFL is leading the way on 
social inclusion for all people.

13CABS SPRINT
 � 13CABS and the AFL have been searching 

Australia to find the fastest local AFL football 
player and the fastest 13CABS driver to compete  
in the 13CABS Grand Final Sprint.

Tonight’s participants have won their way 
through to the finals by competing in state  
heats held over the past four weeks.

The winner from each race goes on to  
compete in the 13CABS AFL Grand Final  
Sprint at the MCG on October 1.

RACE 1  LOCAL AFL PLAYER FINAL

Lane 1 James Shirley Murrumbeena FC VIC

Lane 2 Michael Brushnahan Seaton FC SA

Lane 3 Aidan Debernardi Mornington FC VIC

Lane 4 Brandon Lovric Camden Cats FC NSW

Lane 5 Lane Whittaker Robe FC SA

RACE 2  13CABS DRIVER FINAL

Lane 1 Jasvir Aulakh VIC

Lane 2 Harvinder Singh SA

Lane 3 Bhola Singh SA

Lane 4 Parminder Singh NSW

Lane 5 Kuldeep Singh VIC

Lane 6 Sandeep Dutta NSW

Guess the legend...

toyota.com.au/afl

For years, Steve & Dave have recreated the greatest moments in football history with the legends 
of the game. This season,  we’re celebrating a mark for the ages... can you guess the legend?!  

Find out more at www.toyota.com.au/legendarymoments

Another Legendary Moment from Toyota.  Coming soon.
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